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This programme has been designed by 
Phil Westcott, CEO, Filament AI

Phil is CEO of Filament AI, a 32-person team of enterprise AI  
specialists with offices in London and Toronto. He is an  
Entrepreneur-in-residence at Nottingham University Business 
School and a former director at IBM. As a specialist in applied 
artificial intelligence and enterprise strategic use of AI, Phil 

previously ran the IBM Watson platform in Europe, led their Smarter Cities business 
in Southeast Asia and launched IBM’s global IoT practice. He is a regular speaker on 
the convergence of tech and entrepreneurship. Phil is a Chartered Engineer, holds 
a Master of Engineering and an MBA from IESE and Columbia business schools.

Dr Duncan Shaw is a Lecturer in Information Systems at Nottingham University 
Business School and his research and consultancy interests include AI and Big Data 
strategy, Digital Services and Business Ecosystems. Duncan has more than 25 years’ 
experience of service innovation and business transformation projects for clients 
including Xerox, Coca-Cola, Danone, Shell, medium sized firms, central government 
departments and local government. Duncan was the Customer Satisfaction Manager 
for the EMEA region of a $2 billion division of Motorola and now he consults to private 
companies and public sector organisations, and lectures on digital innovation.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) Strategies for Executives is designed 
for senior leaders and decision makers of medium to large 
organisations who want to learn more about how to leverage  
AI for competitive advantage.

Discover how to inspire your AI strategy with practical approaches, 
learn from case studies and utilise the tools required to drive AI 
advantage within an organisation.

Unravel the myths of AI and learn how to implement AI strategies 
into your organisation through employing the expert knowledge of 
course designers from Filament AI. Combined with the academic 
excellence of Nottingham University Business School, Filament AI 
offer hands-on experience from over 100 AI projects delivered to 
enterprises over the last two years. 

At a glance

Programme aim

Senior leaders and decision makers who want to learn more about how to leverage 
AI for competitive advantage. The Executive AI Education edition is aimed at senior 
executives who are grappling with the implementation of AI in their business.

This intensive one-day programme provides an overview of the AI landscape for 
businesses, procurement decisions and shows how senior leaders can drive AI 
innovation to gain a competitive advantage. In the afternoon, attendees will explore 
the ethics of AI and take a look at HR considerations by means of a facilitated 
business case from an organisation transforming to an AI powered business.

Jubilee Conference Centre, Jubilee Campus, University of Nottingham,  
Wollaton Road, Nottingham, NG8 1BB

The University of Nottingham’s Jubilee Campus is a world-class centre of research, study, 
business and leisure. Set on a series of lakes the state-of-the-art Jubilee Conference 
Centre is located conveniently only two miles from Nottingham city centre.  

Who should 
attend?

What you 
will learn?

Venue

Filament AI
Filament is a “Top 100” 
artificial intelligence 
business in the UK, 
offering consultancy, 
invention and software 
products, with offices in 
London, Southampton 
and Toronto. In the last 
two years Filament AI 
have delivered over 
100 AI projects to 
business enterprises.

Introductory rate of £850 including refreshmentsParticipant fee



AI-101
An introduction to the principles of artificial 
intelligence and machine learning, and how to 
apply them for the purpose of adding business 
value. This programme will cover the history 
of AI, demystify the jargon and navigate the 
current technology landscape. Topics include: 

 The history of AI

 AI jargon

 Machine learning concepts

 AI industry landscape

 Deep dive on chatbots

 Industry use cases

Deploying AI in my company
 An examination of the real-life issues 
around the training and adoption of  
AI solutions

 AI ethics – ethical considerations, 
impact of AI in society, and the 
changing face of work

 “Adopting AI in my business”  
– a facilitated business case study

 Hands-on workshop – experience 
how subject matter experts can train 
Machine Learning models to scale 
expertise across the business

 Q&A and concluding discussion

Morning

Afternoon

Programme content
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Find out more
For further information please contact:

 executiveeducation@nottingham.ac.uk 

 +44 (0)115 951 5273

Nottingham University Business School
Jubilee Campus
University of Nottingham
Wollaton Road
Nottingham
NG8 1BB

Why study with us?
■  Executive Education programmes at 

Nottingham University Business School 
(NUBS) are developed by leading 
experts from academia and business.  
NUBS is ranked 6th in the UK out of  
154 schools for research power 
(Research Excellence Framework 2014)  

■  We are inventors, entrepreneurs and 
business partners, connecting you with 
specialist ideas, thinking and expertise, 
unlocking your business potential and 
supporting your success

 
From start-ups to multinational organisations and 
everything in between, we’ve helped a huge variety  
of businesses across a wide range of sectors to enter  
new markets, expand their networks and improve  
their profitability.

We understand that the productivity and profitability 
of your business relies on innovation and growth. In the 
last 10 years we have successfully delivered a variety of 
programmes which have enabled businesses to identify  
and implement growth strategies. 

The University of Nottingham is a member of the UK’s 
prestigious Russell Group Universities delivering world-
leading research that transforms lives. Nottingham 
University Business School is part of an elite group of 
EQUIS and Association of MBA’s internationally accredited 
business schools. Our Executive Master of Business 
Administration is ranked among the top 100 worldwide, 
according to the QS Global Executive MBA Rankings 2018 
and The Economist MBA rankings 2018.   

A pioneering university
With campuses in the UK, China and Malaysia, the 
University of Nottingham is a global institution which has 
opened the doors to outstanding research relationships 
and teaching partnerships. The University of Nottingham 
is a pioneering university that provides an exceptional 
education and an outstanding student experience. We 
are recognised as delivering a Gold standard in the 
Government’s Teaching Excellence Framework.

tinyurl.com/t7hhykr
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